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pp 20-21 footnote 25 
 
It might not be without merit that at the end of  this account on Augustine’s understanding of  the 
duo mundi we refer to the medieval development of  these thoughts. This development, which sees 
itself  in line with Augustine but at the same time breaks new ground, is personified in Master 
Eckhart. In his Sermones de tempore (cf. the new edition, Vol. IV, Sermo VII. No. 78, p. 75) we read:  

 E converso, homo interior sive proximus seu cealestis, mundus intellectualis, in quo Deus illuminat 
…  Ista ergo quattuor sibi respondent: homo interior, homo novus, homo caelestis, mundus 
intelligibilis.  Rursus quattuor opposita sibe correspondent: homo exterior, home vetus, homo terrenus, 
mundus sensibilis.   
[On the one hand, [is] the inner man or man closest to the heavenly, the world of  the intelligible, 
wherein God enlightens. ... These four respond to him: the inward man, the new man, the heavenly 
man, and the intelligible world. On the other hand, four correspond to the opposite: the exterior man, 
the old home, the earthly man, and the sensible world.]   

This notion was completely turned into an anthropological notion. We might say something about 
its connection to the theology of  the incarnation later on. 

 
p 52 footnote 12 
 
It is not necessary to discuss separately the metaphysics of  Tertullian at this point. (Cf. De car Chr 
11 PL 2/774):  

Omne quod est, corpus sui generis: nihil est incorporale, nisi quod non est.  
[Everthing that is, is a body of  its own genus, there is nothing incorporeal except that which is not.]  

(Cf. Adv. Prax 7 ibid. 161f; de anima 5 ibid. 652f.) In this respect, where the effect of  the Spirit on the 
water is described, On Baptism 4 (PL 1/1203f.), is interesting as well. For further reference one 
should look at the relevant works on the history of  Philosophy. It is worthwhile to notice that the 
shortcomings in the history of  philosophy do not affect a correct interpretation in Theology. – It is 
well known that Augustine draws on this notion of  Sein. 
A substantial renewal came through Master Eckhart, whose understanding of  the Sein was highly 
influenced by these problems. At first he applied the term “Sein” only to the existing material world 
and excluded the spiritual from it. Later on he applied it to the spiritual, more precisely to God, and 
excluded everything that was not godlike. (Cf. the Questiones Parisienses, edited by Geyer in Florilegium 
Patristicum, Vol. XXV); Cf. also Dempf, Metaphysik des Mittelalters, p. 125, who sees the substantial 



 

 

problem of  Eckhart in this notion. Essentially the set of  problems of  modern philosophy now has 
been exposed, and it’s swaying to and fro between Materialism and Idealism. From a scholastic 
standpoint one could say that we lack the conception of  analogy, the knowledge about the unity in 
proportions between that which is different in essence. 
 
 
Appendix: Master Eckhart‘s teaching of  the incorporation (pp234-236) 
 
In general the theology of  the Middle Ages has not developed beyond the teaching of  the assumptio 
hominis51), but instead headed towards sober Realism of  History. This brought with it a stronger 
linking of  the Eucharistic species with the historical Christ and its detachment from the 
congregation. A weighty exception to this rule is Master Eckhart who joins neo-platonic and 
Augustinian elements in a very unique combination. What is special about this is that the healing 
process of  the Incarnation becomes a strictly metaphysical process. He explicitly emphasizes:  

Assumpsit naturam, non personam52  

[He assumed a nature, not a person].  

For Eckhart it is important to demonstrate that the uniqueness of  Christ’s humanity is the lack of  
any particularity, any individuality; that he is perfect, undivided human nature – “human” in its 
strictest sense. For a human being, salvation lies in losing all self-existence [Eigen-Sein], likewise 
becoming human per se, being nothing other than pure human nature. This process means that man 
is situated in the assumptio, in the perfect unity of  the hypostatic union, “the human in God is God.”  
Obviously this doctrine of  salvation is no longer understood from the mystery, but rather from the 
heart of  the mystical ascent. In his teaching of  the Eucharist, Master Eckhart has scarcely gone 
beyond what he had learned from Thomas Aquinas. Finally Eckhart is closer to Neo-platonists than 
are Augustine and Thomas. At the same time [there is] a revolution from a local-cosmic to an 
intellectual-non-cosmic way of  thinking, already proclaiming the pangs of  a new era. The distinctive 
difference from Augustine remains in the fact that for Augustine the final central point lies in the 
sacramentum ecclesiae, after which everything else is defined, while conversely for Eckhart all 
interpretations arise from  interiority experienced by the mystically stricken soul. 
 
Footnotes to Appendix: 

51) We cannot talk about a complete decline of  this teaching according to the evidence collected 
by M e r s c h  II and L u b a c. A decline during the high scholastic is at least perceivable. 
Among the evidence from the early Middle Ages the Synod of  Quierzy (853) is especially 
valuable. In chapter 4 the following statement can be found: Christus Jesus. Dominus noster, sicut 
nullus homo est, fuit vel erit, euius natura in illo assumpta non fuerit … Denzinger 319. 

52) Sermones de tempore VI 2,57 Volume IV p 56f. Cf. the passages collected in footnote 1 p 
57 especially Proc. Col. I n 61: filius assumpsit non personam humanam, sed naturam. Also Proc Col 
H n 68. Sermon XLVII 158,1-3: Daz ewige Wort nam niht an sich disen noch den menschen, sunder ez 
nam an sich ein frie ungeteilte menschliche nâtûre. [The eternal word did not adopt this human 
nature but it adopted a free and undivided human nature.] Pr. LXXVII 250 250, 19-22: 
Mensche unde menscheit hât underscheit. Swenne man sprichet mensche, só verstét man eine persône: swenne 
man sprichet menscheit, só verstét man aller menschen nâtùre. Die meister sprechent, waz nâtùre si. Si ist ein 
dinc, daz wesen enpfâhen mac. Dar umbe einegete got die menscheit an sich unde nicht einen menschen. 
[There is human and humanity. If  one talks about a human, one understands person.  If  one 
talks about humanity, one understands the nature of  all humans. Most [people] talk about 
what nature is. It is a thing which is able to receive an essence (wesen). Therefore God came 
into (einegete) humanity and not an individual human.] 



 

 

53) Cf. the sections mentioned in H. Piesch, Meister Eckharts Ethik, Luzern 1935 pp 33-40 and 
63-78 (whereby I explicitly emphasize that the understanding of  Eckhart, in the line of  
Knarrer, is rather too much downplayed, as far as I am concerned). To understand the 
theory of  Master Eckhart one must look at the building blocks from which it is constructed. 
That is firstly, the Christological principle that Christ in two natures is just one person, 
namely a Divine Person; therefore assumes a human nature but not a human person. 
Secondly, [is] the Thomistic teaching of  the distinctio realis between Wesen and Dasein, between 
Wesenheit and Person. These strictly orthodox building blocks are incorporated by Master 
Eckhart into his ascetic [aszetische] doctrine which so to speak gives the forma substantialis to 
this matter. The resulting whole is definitely something quite new and Meister Eckhart could 
no more be considered as orthodox. 

54) Sermo IV 1,28 a.a.O. p. 28: … homo in deo deus est. Cf. Footnote 7 p 55: Pr.] LXXIII 230,36-38: 
Niene ist got als eigenlich got als in der sele. In allen creaturen ist etwaz gotes, aber in der sele ist got gotlich, 
wan si ist sin ruowestat. [Nowhere is God really God than in the soul. In all creatures there is 
something godly but in the soul God is godly because it is his resting place.] Cf. footnote 4 p 
22, Proc. Col. II n 29 Humilis homo et deus non sunt duo, sed sunt unum. Footnote 2 p 58 Pr 
[Sermon] LXXXVIII 285, 14-1: Har inne ist ze verstanne, daz wir sin ein einig sun, den der vater 
ewicliche geborn hat. Sermo VI 1,55 p 53: … eodem et pari amore, quo se ipsum; filium suum coaeternum 
et spiritum sanctum diligit sive amat, nos amat. In addition footnote 3 p 53 Pr 10 (Quint) I 168,4-7: 
… diu sele minnet got in der selben minne, da er sich selben inne minnet und enweare disiu minne niht, dar 
inne got die sele minnet, der heilige geist enwaere niht. [… the soul loves (minnet) God in the same 
love (minne), in which he loves himself  (da er sich selben inne minnet) and if  there was not this 
love, with which God love the soul, the holy spirit would not exist.] 
We could add many more passages to these. Obviously there will always be attempts at an 
orthodox understanding of  these passages which, in my opinion, could not happen without 
perverting the natural purport of  the human language. The significant difference to the 
teaching of  the deification of  St. Augustine becomes clear after what is said above. 

55) Cf. Sermo V 2,46-50 a.a.O. 46-50. A mindful reading shows that Eckhart’s [teaching of  the] 
Eucharist has come to no inner systematic coherence. 

 


